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Abstract. In the k-set agreement task, n processes propose values, and have to
decide on at most k of these values. In particular, consensus is 1-set agreement. In
PODC 2008 Zieliński showed that the anti−Ω failure detector is necessary and
sufficient to solve (n − 1)-set agreement in an asynchronous read/write shared
memory system where at most t processes can fail by crashing, t = n − 1.
In this paper it is shown that anti−Ω t is the weakest failure detector to solve
t-set agreement in a t-resilient asynchronous distributed system. Each query to
anti−Ω t returns a set S of process ids, |S| = n − t, such that some correct
process eventually never appears in such a set S; thus, anti−Ω n−1 = anti−Ω ,
and anti−Ω 1 = Ω. Actually, the paper shows a stronger result: Any failure
detector that can be used to solve T is at least as strong as anti−Ω t , for any
agreement task T that has no t-resilient solution.
The previous results are obtained through a variant of Zieliński’s technique, that
simplifies some of the arguments and introduces an egg-laying simulation of independent interest. The simulation provides the first detailed analysis of immediate
snapshot executions in a failure detector enriched environment. It provides a simple proof that Ω is the weakest failure detector to solve consensus when t = 1.
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Introduction

In the k-set agreement task, n processes propose values, and have to decide on at most
k of these values. Set agreement is not solvable in an asynchronous read/write atomic
shared memory system where at most t processes can fail by crashing, when t = n − 1
(wait-free), even if k = n − 1 [4,21,25]. More generally, set agreement is not solvable
for any k, t such that 1 ≤ k ≤ t ≤ n − 1 [4], and is solvable otherwise. Notice that
consensus is k-set agreement, when k = 1, and the impossibility for t = 1 was first
proved in [15].
Various partially synchronous models have been considered (e.g., [13]), with upper bounds on process execution speeds and message transmission delays, where set
agreement can be solved. A failure detector [7] abstracts away such low-level assumptions providing processes with information on process failures. Many failure detectors
to solve consensus, set agreement, mutual exclusion, and other problems have been proposed (e.g., [7,10,19,23,24,26]). The problem of finding the weakest failure detector to
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solve a problem has received a lot of attention (e.g., [8,12,10,16]). These results are of
theoretical interest because they identify the minimum knowledge about failures that
needs to be abstracted to solve a given problem. Furthermore, research on finding a
weakest failure detector to solve any non-solvable problem for a given model has been
done [16].
For consensus, the weakest failure detector, Ω, has been known for a while [8].
For set agreement, the question of a weakest failure detector was settled recently, with
anti−Ω [27], a failure detector that guarantees that there is a correct process whose
id will eventually never be output by the detector. Zieliński showed in PODC 2008
[28] that the anti−Ω failure detector is sufficient to solve (n − 1)-set agreement in an
asynchronous read/write atomic shared memory system where at most n − 1 processes
can crash. He also showed that anti−Ω is required to solve any non-wait-free solvable
task, including (n − 1)-set agreement. While his proof of this claim is insightful and
pioneering, it is complex and subtle.
This paper builds on Zieliński’s [28] techniques, providing a somewhat more structured proof that anti−Ω is required to solve (n − 1)-set agreement (and is hence the
weakest failure detector to solve this task), and generalizes this result to t-set agreement as follows. It is shown that the anti−Ω t failure detector is the weakest failure
detector to solve t-set agreement in a t-resilient asynchronous distributed system. Each
query to anti−Ω t returns a set S of processes, |S| = n − t, such that some correct
process eventually never appears in such a set S; thus, anti−Ω n−1 = anti−Ω , and
anti−Ω 1 = Ω. Actually, the paper shows a stronger result: Any failure detector that
can be used to solve T is at least as strong as anti−Ω t , for any agreement task T
that has no t-resilient solution. The complementary result is also provided, namely, that
anti−Ω t is sufficient to solve t-set agreement t-resiliently.
The previous necessity results are obtained through a variant of Zieliński’s [28]
technique, that simplifies some of the arguments in his paper, and introduces an egglaying simulation of independent interest. In particular, the technique yields a simple
proof that Ω is the weakest failure detector to solve consensus when t = 1, and the only
alternative construction to that of [8] known to us. Essentially, the simulation provides
the first detailed analysis of immediate snapshot runs in a failure detector enriched
environment. This is explained in more detail next.
Zieliński builds a directed tree representing runs of a protocol together with samples
of any failure detector that is able to solve a non-wait-free solvable task, T , in a way
similar to the original consensus proof of Chandra et al. [8], except that he considers
immediate snapshot [4,25] schedules (where a snapshot of a process always occurs
immediately after its preceding write). Then, he shows how to emulate runs based on the
tree, without using any failure detector, claiming that either T is solved on the set R of
runs defined by the tree, or else anti−Ω is extracted. A crucial step in Zieliński’s proof
is that a wait-free protocol that solves T on that particular subset of runs implies the
existence of a protocol solving T on all wait-free runs. We believe that the proof of this
claim is easier to understand in our framework. The egg-laying simulation introduced
here simplifies the construction of the tree. It constructs a tree of immediate snapshot
runs where each local process state includes the result of a failure detector query (valid
in the corresponding run). To guarantee the existence of a wait-free protocol, care is
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taken to ensure that indistinguishability relations are not disrupted by failure detector
values. That is, if two runs are indistinguishable to some process p in the wait-free
model, when p queries the failure detector, it gets the same answers from the failure
detector in both (hence, for such a subset of runs, the failure detector is useless).
Organization. In Section 2, we describe the model of computation. We describe the
usual crash failures, asynchronous R/W model of computation, its extension to failure
detectors, and the immediate snapshot model with a failure detector. In Section 3 we
present our result, for the wait-free case: anti−Ω is required to solve any non-wait-free
solvable task, including (n − 1)-set agreement. The main ideas are introduced here,
including the egg-laying simulation. In Section 4 the t-resilient extension is described,
proving that any failure detector that can be used to solve T is at least as strong as
anti−Ω t , for any agreement task T that has no t-resilient solution. The complementary
result is presented in Appendix A, namely, that anti−Ω t is sufficient to solve t-set
agreement t-resiliently.

2

Preliminaries

We consider a standard system consisting of a set Π = {p1 , p2 , . . . , pn } of n asynchronous processes that communicate via an atomic read/write shared memory, and
can fail by crashing (i.e., stop taking steps). More details can be found in [2]. We
may assume w.l.o.g. the shared memory consists of a single array R[1..n] of SingleWriter/Multi-Reader registers. According to its local, deterministic protocol, process pi
can write a value v to R[i], denoted R[i] ← v, and read every component R[j]; the operation read(R) is shorthand for a sequence of reads to each component of R, in order
from 1 to n.
Tasks To model decision tasks, we identify two special components of each process pi ’s
state: an input, I[i], and an output, deci component. It is assumed that initial states differ
only in the value of the input component, which never changes. The output component
is initially equal to ⊥, and once a different value is written, it never changes and we say
the process has decided.
A task T is specified by a triplet (∆, I, O), where I and O are sets of n-entries
vectors, containing the valid input and output vectors of T , respectively, and ∆ is a
relation that specifies for each assignment to input components I ∈ I if the processes
can decide on the output vector O ∈ O. A task is bounded if both I and O are finite.
For this paper, we consider only bounded tasks. A protocol solves the task if any finite
execution where the process start with inputs I ∈ I, can be extended to an execution
in which all processes decide on values O ∈ O such that (I, O) ∈ ∆. A protocol is
wait-free if in any execution, either has a finite number of events or it decides. We will
also consider t-resilient protocols, where in executions with at least n − t processes that
have infinite number of events, all processes that have infinitely many events decide.
Without loss of generality (efficiency issues are ignored), we consider full-information
protocols in standard form, as described in the left part of Figure 1. Each process remembers everything and writes everything it knows. Its protocol consists of repeatedly
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init R[1..n] ← [⊥, . . . , ⊥] array of n SWMR registers; init R[1..n] ← [⊥, . . . , ⊥] array of n SWMR registers;
snapshoti ← I[i];
snapshoti ← I[i];
deci ← ⊥;
deci ← ⊥;
repeat
repeat
R[i] ← hsnapshoti i;
di ← fd query();
snapshoti ← read(R);
R[i] ← hsnapshoti , di i;
deci ← decidei (snapshoti );
snapshoti ← read(R);
end repeat
deci ← decidei (snapshoti );
end repeat
Fig. 1. IS full information standard form protocol without (left) and with (right) a failure detector.

writing and reading R, and after each read(R), applying a function decidei to the vector
of values read from R, to possibly decide. We do not require processes to halt; process
can continue to participate after deciding.
pi

Two finite executions σ, σ 0 are indistinguishable to process pi , denoted σ ∼ σ 0 , if
pi has the same local state at the end of both executions.
Failures and failure detectors A failure pattern F is a function from the integers T =
{0} ∪ N to 2Π . Intuitively, F (τ ) denotes the set of processes that have crashed by time
τS. We assume that processes do not recover, i.e, ∀τ, F (τ ) ⊆ F (τ + 1). faulty(F ) =
τ F (τ ) is the set of processes that fail in F . A process is correct if it is not faulty,
and Correct(F ) = Π − faulty(F ) denotes the set of all correct processes in F . An
environment is a set of failure patterns. The wait-free environment contains all failure
patterns F that include at least one correct process, i.e., |Correct(F )| ≥ 1. Similarly,
the t-resilient environment is the set of failure patterns in which at least n − t processes
are correct.
A failure detector is an oracle that, when queried by a process using operation
fd query(), returns a value in some range R which conveys information about the current failure pattern. More formally, the behavior of a failure detector is modeled by a
set of possible histories. A failure detector history H with range R is a function from
Π × T to R. H(pi , τ ) represents the value returned by a failure detector query by pi at
time τ . The specification of failure detector D with range RD associates each possible
failure pattern to an allowable set of histories. D(F ) is the non-empty set of failure
detector histories that may be output by D when the failure pattern is F . Let D1 and
D2 be two failure detectors. D1 is at least as strong as D2 in environment E if there
is a distributed protocol AD1→D2 that emulates D2 in any run whose failure pattern
belongs to E.
A failure detector of the class anti−Ω k returns, when queried, a set of n − k
processes. In every infinite run, the following property is ensured: there exists a correct process that eventually never appears in the sets returned by the queries. More
formally, ∀H ∈ anti−Ω k (F ), (∀pi ∈ Π, ∀τ ∈ T, |H(pi , τ )| = n − k) ∧ (∃p` ∈
Correct(F ), τ` ∈ T : ∀pi ∈ Π, ∀τ > τ` , p` 6∈ H(pi , τ )). When k = n − 1, we simply
write anti−Ω instead of anti−Ω n−1 .
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Without loss of generality, we extend full information protocols in standard form
with failure detector queries, as described in the right part of Figure 1. To that end, each
process pi is provided with an operation fd query() which returns the current value of
the local failure detector module of pi . More precisely, a fd query() operation returns
one of the values output by the failure detector between the time at which the operation
starts and the time at which it ends [22].
IS executions Consider a full-information protocol in standard form; we can restrict
our attention to a subset of its executions, called immediate snapshot (IS) executions,
first used in [4,25]. An IS execution is determined by its input vector I and a sequence
of non-empty concurrency classes of process ids, α(I) = s1 , s2 , . . . Every process in
sk performs a write operation (in increasing order of ids), and then every process in
sk reads all the components of R. Intuitively, an IS execution proceeds in rounds, each
contains a concurrent write by every active process, followed by a concurrent atomic
snapshot [1] by every active process. Sometimes, when I is clear from the context, we
use only α to specify an IS execution.
Immediate snapshot executions capture the computational power of the model. If a
full-information protocol solves a task, it solves it in the subset of IS executions. Conversely, a protocol for the participating set task [4] can be used to simulate IS executions
in a full-information manner, implying the next lemma:
Lemma 1. There is a wait-free protocol which solves a task if and only if there is a
wait-free protocol which solves the task only in IS executions.
We can consider IS executions of a full-information protocol with a failure detector.
An IS execution with a failure detector σ is specified by the triplet (I, α, d), where I
and α are as before, and d(i, k) is a function that associates to each process pi the value
returned by the kth fd query() operation of pi .
Equivalently, an IS execution with failure detector can be defined as a sequence of
events satisfying certain conditions. An event is performed by a single process which
applies either a write(), read() or fd query() operation. An event of pi is denoted by
a tuple hid, op, vin, vouti where id is pi ; op ∈ {write(), read(), fd query()} is the
operation applied by pi ; vin and vout are respectively the input and output values of
the operation. Given a failure detector D, a (finite or infinite) IS execution with failure
detector D has to be D-legal (or simply legal if D is clear from the context), i.e., there
must be a timing of the events that respects the IS execution model, the shared memory
semantic, and the failure detector specification. Formally:
Definition 1 (D-legality). Let σ = (I, s1 , s2 , . . .) be an IS execution with failure de(s)
(s)
tector D. If pi ∈ s, where s is a concurrency class of σ, denote respectively qi , wi ,
(s)
and ri the query, write, and read events of pi associated with s. The execution σ is
D-legal if there exists a failure pattern F , a history H ∈ D(F ) and a function T that
maps each event ev of σ to an integer T (ev) (which represents the “time” the event was
applied), such that
1. ∀ev ∈ σ, ev.id 6∈ F (T (ev)). (A crashed process cannot apply events.)
2. ∀ev ∈ σ, ev.op = fd query() =⇒ H(ev.id, T (ev)) = ev.out. (The time and value
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returned of a failure detector query must be consistent.)
(s)
(s)
(s)
3. ∀s ∈ σ, ∀pi ∈ s, T (qi ) < T (wi ) < T (ri ). (Within a concurrency class, processes apply events in the “standard” order.)
(s )
(s )
4. ∀sk , s` ∈ σ : k < `, ∀pi ∈ sk ∩ s` , T (ri k ) < T (qi ` ). (Between concurrency
classes, processes apply events in the “standard” order.)
5. ∀s ∈ σ, ∀pi , pj ∈ s, T (wis ) < T (rjs ). (Within a concurrency class, all reads are
applied after all writes.)
(s
)
(s )
6. ∀sk , sk+1 ∈ σ, ∀pi ∈ sk , ∀pj ∈ sk+1 , T (ri k ) < T (wj k+1 ). (Every operation in a
class occurs before any write/read operation of the next class.)
Let σ be a finite IS execution (with or without failure detector). We use snapshoti (σ)
to denote the value of snapshoti at the end of σ. Notice that this value completely defines the local state of pi . Therefore, an equivalent indistinguishability definition (for
both types of IS executions) is:
Definition 2 (Indistinguishability). Let σ and σ 0 be two finite IS executions (with
or without failure detector). σ and σ 0 are indistinguishable for process pi , denoted
pi
σ ∼ σ 0 , if the snapshots of pi after both executions are equal, i.e., snapshoti (σ) =
snapshoti (σ 0 ).

3

Wait-free case: Extracting anti−Ω

Let T be a task that has no wait-free solution. Assuming that the task can be solved
with some failure detector D, this section describes how to extract anti−Ω from D.
The main result of this section is the following theorem.
Theorem 1. Let T be a bounded task that has no wait-free solution. Suppose that T
can be solved with a failure detector D. Then D is at least as strong as anti−Ω .
Main idea The idea of the proof is as follows. We assume there exists an algorithm
AD that solves T using failure detector D. Without loss of generality, we assume that
AD is a full information protocol in standard form (Figure 1). Roughly, we describe a
protocol that simulates IS executions of AD . The IS executions of protocol AD include
failure detector queries, but our simulation shows that there is a subset of IS executions
where the failure detector outputs preserve indistinguishability; namely, whenever two
IS executions without failure detector are indistinguishable to pi , they are also indistinguishable to pi with failure detector values. Thus, there is a subset of the IS executions
of AD that are exactly isomorphic to the set of all IS executions of a wait-free protocol.
But as we are assuming that no algorithm solves T in the wait-free environment, by
Lemma 1, our protocol cannot finish simulating all IS executions of AD .
In every IS execution of AD we simulate, each process stops taking steps immediately after obtaining a decision ; the simulation finishes whenever every process has
obtained a decision. As previously noticed in [16,28], two reasons can prevent the simulation of an IS execution α of AD from finishing. First, only process pj can provide
the output of the failure detector queries of pj in α. Thus, if pj is faulty and does not
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provide “enough” failure detector values, the simulation may be blocked forever, waiting for a failure detector value to be announced by pj . Second, even if we are able to
simulate every query of α (each process providing sufficiently enough failure detector
values), the simulation may not finish if some process pj takes infinitely many steps
but does not decide. Observe that in every infinite IS execution of AD that is legal and
fair, every correct process must decide. An infinite execution is fair if every correct
process takes infinite steps. Every IS execution of AD we simulate is legal. Hence,
since pj does not decide, there must exist a correct process that takes only finitely many
steps in the simulated execution. The output of anti−Ω is at each process the process
being simulated. In the first case, a faulty process is eventually output forever, whereas
in the second case, a correct process is eventually never output, thus extracting anti−Ω .

Trees and egg-trees Our protocol to simulate IS executions of AD builds incrementally
what we call an egg-tree, which represents IS executions with failure detector values.
All the IS executions of a protocol A in standard form without a failure detector (Figure
1) can be represented by an infinite tree. Each edge is labeled with a non-empty set of
processes, which is a concurrency class. Hence, for a sequence of concurrency classes
sk
s1
s2
s1 , s2 , . . . , sk , there is a path in the tree starting at the root, root →
v1 →
v2 . . . →
vk .
The tree is complete since, for every node v of the tree, for every s ⊆ Π, s 6= ∅, there
is an edge labeled s outgoing from v.
sk
s1
Consider an input vector I ∈ I. Each path root →
v1 . . . →
vk in the tree describes
a unique IS execution α(vk , I) of A. Each node vi represents the state of the shared
memory, after every operation of the finite IS execution s1 , . . . , si has been performed
with the input vector I; this state is the last snapshot obtained by each process ∈ si in the
execution fragment s1 , . . . , si . Let Ig = [21 , 22 , . . . , 2n ] be a generic input vector. For
every node vk in the tree, denote state(vk ) the state of the shared memory after every
operation of the finite IS execution α(vk , Ig ) has been performed. Note that, given the
node vk and the input vector Ig , the state state(vk ) is uniquely determined. Let I ∈ I
be an input vector of task T . The state of vk can be instantiated with input vector I.
The instantiated state, denoted state(vk , I), is obtained by replacing in state(vk ) the
generic input value 2j by the input value I[j], for each j ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
For every x ≥ 0, we say that pi performs x steps in the path u ; v if pi is contained
sk
s1
in exactly x distinct concurrency classes along the path. I.e., let u ; v = u →
v1 . . . →
v; then x = |{j ∈ {1, . . . , k} : pi ∈ sj }|.
Definition 3 (one step ancestor). Let v be a node of the tree. The one step ancestor of
node v for pi , denoted osa(v, pi ), is the node u such that (1) u is an ancestor of v in
the tree, (2) pi performs exactly one step in the path u ; v and (3) the label of the
incoming edge of u contains pi . If no such node exists, the one step ancestor of v for pi
is the root of the tree.
In the sub-tree depicted in Figure 2, u is the one step ancestor of both nodes v and w for
pi . We need one step ancestors to characterize what state(v) is. The idea is to identify
what is the last thing written by pi , when we consider the state of node v. For this, we
go up the tree to look for a vertex u, where pi took a step (pi got a snapshot state(u))
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pi ∈ sk

u
sk+1

pi ∈
/ sk+1
Sℓ−1

sk+2 , . . . , sℓ−1

pi ∈
/

sℓ

pi ∈ sℓ

sℓ+1 , . . . , sm

pi ∈
/

v

j=k+2 sj

Sm

j=ℓ+1 sj

w

Fig. 2. One step ancestor of node v for pi .

and such that there is a step of pi between u and v (in which pi wrote this snapshot).
If this is the only step of pi between u and v, the register R[i] contains this snapshot in
node v. Thus we have:
Definition 4 (node state). Let v be a node in the tree. Let u be its parent, and s the
label of the arc connecting u to v. state(v) is an n-entries vector defined as follows.
For every i ∈ {1, . . . , n}:
– state(root)[i] = ⊥.
– If pi ∈
/ s, state(v)[i] = state(u)[i].
– If pi ∈ s, let ui = osa(v, pi ).
• If ui = root then state(v)[i] = h2i i.
• Else, state(v)[i] = hstate(ui )i.
An egg-tree (or e-tree for short) is a subtree with the same root of the complete
infinite tree described, augmented with a failure detector D. In an e-tree, failure detector
values are held in “eggs” that are mapped to the nodes of the original subtree as follows.
For every node v whose incoming arc has label s, for each pi ∈ s an egg ei (v) =
hpi , d, ki is assigned to v by pi . In the egg ei (v), the field ei (v).d is the value returned
when pi queried the failure detector for the ei (v).kth time. A process pi can assign the
same egg to two different nodes v and v 0 , i.e. ei (v) = hpi , d, ki = ei (v 0 ). The e-tree
represents a collection of IS executions with a failure detector (Figure 1). From the tree
and the eggs, we define the e-state of a node v.
Definition 5 (node e-state). Let v be a node in the e-tree. Let u be its parent, and s the
label of the arc connecting u to v. e-state(v) is an n-entries vector defined as follows.
For every i ∈ {1, . . . , n}:
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– e-state(root)[i] = ⊥.
– If pi ∈
/ s, e-state(v)[i] = e-state(u)[i].
– If pi ∈ s, let ui = osa(v, pi ).
• If ui = root then e-state(v)[i] = h2i , ei (v).di.
• Else, e-state(v)[i] = he-state(ui ), ei (v).di.
s

s

1
k
v1 . . . →
vk . Then, e-state(vk ) is the state of
Let the path to a node vk be root →
the shared memory after every operation of the finite IS execution s1 , . . . , sk of a protocol AD has been performed with the generic input vector Ig and failure detector values
from D. As in the states of the infinite tree, the e-state of vk can be instantiated with
input vector I, denoted e-state(vk , I). Note that e-state(vk , I) is the state of the shared
memory after every operation of the finite IS execution of AD with concurrency classes
s1 , . . . , sk has been performed with input vector I and the failure detector values of the
eggs of {v1 , . . . , vk }. We denote such an execution by eα(vk , I). Given the node vk ,
the eggs of {v1 , . . . , vk }, and the input vector I, then e-state(vk , I) and eα(vk , I) are
completely determined.

Extraction of anti−Ω The algorithm of Figure 3 uses algorithm AD , that solves task
T using failure detector D, to construct, at each process pi , an egg-tree as described.
Each process builds its own tree, but in order to guarantee that all the trees are exactly
equal, processes share the eggs assigned to each node, by filling the shared array EGG
with the eggs they have assigned to the nodes of the tree.
Processes traverse the IS executions tree, starting from the root, and all in the same
order, asynchronously as done in [28]. When a process pi gets to a node vk , through
sk
s1
the path root →
... →
vk , it first attempts to determine e-state(vk ), corresponding
to a D-legal IS execution with concurrency classes s1 , . . . , sk of AD . For that, the
process needs to know failure detector outputs, for all processes pj in sk . Thus, process
pi waits until a failure detector value is ready for each such process, in increasing ids
order. A failure detector value for pj is ready when an egg appears in the shared array
EGG(vk )[j]. While it is waiting for an egg of pj ∈ sk , pi produces as simulated output
fdi for anti−Ω , precisely pj .
Only pj is in charge of laying an egg in EGG(vk )[j]. To do this, it queries the failure detector, unless pj can find somewhere else in the e-tree a node v which shares the
same one step ancestor u with vk (In short, u = osa(vk , pj ) = osa(v, pj )). If an egg for
pj has already been laid in v, pj copies that egg instead of querying the failure detector.
As can be observed, a process pj assigns the same egg to all the nodes v with the same
state(osa(v, pj )) by means of the map mj . This implies that, if state(v) = state(vk ),
processes assign the same eggs to nodes v and vk , therefore preserving indistinguishability since it follows that e-state(v) = e-state(vk ). Moreover, we show that copying
eggs does not break legality (Lemma 3); e-state(vk ) is the state of the shared memory
as can be observed in a real IS execution of AD .
If no egg is laid in vk by process pj ∈ sk , this implies that pj is faulty. Hence pj
is a valid output for anti−Ω . Otherwise, pi is eventually able to compute state(vk ).
In order to select which node to explore next, pi checks if the protocol AD decides for
each possible input I, and when it finishes simulating the node. It traverses an edge
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labeled with a concurrency class s0 , provided for some I all processes in s0 have not yet
decided. If no such I can be found, the exploration backtracks.
The e-tree obtained is thus complete in the following sense. For any node v of the etree and any I ∈ I, let undecidedi (v, I) be the set of processes pi that have not decided
after execution eα(v, I). Then, for every non-empty s ⊆ undecidedi (v, I), there is an
edge labeled s outgoing from v. The construction of the e-tree may generate an infinite
branch b. By the observation above, for some input vector I, at least one process never
decides in this branch. Hence, the corresponding IS execution of AD must be unfair:
a correct process p` does not belong to the set S of processes that appear infinitely
often in b. Moreover, due to the particular way the tree is explored, eventually only arcs
labeled s ⊆ S are traversed. Therefore, the output of anti−Ω produced at each process
eventually excludes the correct process p` .
The rest of this section is devoted to prove that the algorithm of Figure 3 in fact
implements anti−Ω , hence proving Theorem 1.
Indistinguishability and legality To any IS execution eα(vk , I) of AD with failure desk
s1
tector D derived from the path root →
v1 . . . →
vk in the e-tree, it can be associated an
IS execution α(vk , I) without a failure detector, by removing the failure detector values.
More precisely, α(vk , I) is defined by the sequence of concurrency classes s1 , . . . , sk ,
sk
s1
and is associated to the path root →
v1 . . . →
vk in the infinite tree. Reciprocally, to an
IS execution α(vk , I) of a standard form full-information protocol without failure detector, with concurrency classes s1 , . . . , sk and input vector I ∈ I, it can be associated
sk
s1
IS execution eα(vk , I) defined in the e-tree (assuming the path root →
v1 . . . →
vk exists in the e-tree). We establish that the e-tree construction of the algorithm in Figure 3
preserves indistinguishability between both executions.
Lemma 2 (indistinguishability). Let α(vk , I) and α0 (vk0 0 , I 0 ) be two IS executions
without failure detector, with concurrency classes β = s1 , . . . , sk and β 0 = s01 , . . . , s0k0 ,
respectively. Assume that there exists two paths root ; vk and root ; vk0 0 in the e-tree
built with the algorithm of Figure 3 whose arcs are labeled s1 , . . . , sk and s01 , . . . , s0k0 .
pi
pi
For every process pi , α(vk , I) ∼ α0 (vk0 0 , I 0 ) ⇒ eα(vk , I) ∼ eα0 (vk0 0 , I 0 ).
Proof From Definition 2 we have to prove that snapshoti (eα(vk , I)) = snapshoti (eα0 (vk0 0 , I 0 )).
Let s` and s0`0 be the last concurrency classes in which pi appear in β and β 0 , respectively. If there are not such s` and s0`0 , the claim follows, since then snapshoti (eα(vk , I)) =
snapshoti (α(vk , I)) = I[i] and snapshoti (eα0 (vk0 0 , I 0 )) = snapshoti (α0 (vk0 0 , I 0 )) =
pi
I 0 [i]; and I[i] = I 0 [i] from α(vk , I) ∼ α0 (vk0 0 , I 0 ). Otherwise, let v` and v`0 0 be the nodes
whose incoming edges are labelled s` and s0`0 in paths root ; vk and root ; vk0 0 ,
pi
respectively. Since α(vk , I) ∼ α0 (vk0 0 , I 0 ), from Definition 2, snapshoti (α(vk , I)) =
0 0
0
snapshoti (α (vk0 , I )), and from Figure 1, snapshoti (α(v` , I)) = snapshoti (α0 (v`0 0 , I 0 ));
i.e., state(v` , I) = state(v`0 0 , I 0 ). Then, we have to prove that snapshoti (eα(v` , I)) =
snapshoti (eα0 (v`0 0 , I 0 )), i.e., that e-state(v` , I) = e-state(v`0 0 , I 0 ).
Let pj be any process that appears in β` = s1 , . . . , s` . Assume pj appears exactly t
times. Then, there are exactly t concurrency classes sr1 , . . . , srt , with 1 ≤ r1 < . . . <
rt ≤ `, that contain pj . Since state(v` , I) = state(v`0 0 , I 0 ), there are also exactly t
concurrency classes s0r0 , . . . , s0r0 , with 1 ≤ r10 < . . . < rt0 ≤ `0 , that contain pj in
1

t
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β`0 0 = s01 , . . . , s0`0 . Furthermore, for each x ∈ {1, . . . , t} it holds that state(vrx , I)[j] =
state(vr0 x0 , I 0 )[j]. Let urx = osa(vrx , pj ) and u0rx0 = osa(vr0 x0 , pj ). Then, from Definition 4, state(urx , I) = state(u0rx0 , I 0 ), which implies state(urx ) = state(u0rx0 ). (Note
that in the special case of x = 1, ur1 = u0r0 = root and it holds trivially.) It follows
1
from the text of the egg laying() procedure that the eggs ej (vrx ) and ej (vr0 x0 ), laid by
pj at vrx and vr0 x0 , respectively, are equal, since mj (state(urx )) = mj (state(u0rx0 )).
Since this holds for every process that appears in β` , it follows from Definition 5 that
in eα(v` , I) and eα0 (v`0 0 , I 0 ), for each x ∈ {1, . . . , t} it holds that e-state(vrx , I)[j] =
e-state(vr0 x0 , I 0 )[j]. Also from Definition 5 we have that e-state(v` , I)[j] = e-state(vrt , I)[j]
and e-state(v`0 0 , I 0 )[j] = e-state(vr0 0 , I 0 )[j]. Finally, for any process pj that does not
t
appear in β` , Definition 5 sets e-state(v` , I)[j] = e-state(v`0 0 I 0 )[j] = ⊥. Hence, estate(v` , I) = e-state(v`0 0 , I 0 ).
2Lemma 2
Legality We show now that any execution described by the e-tree is D-legal. The goal
is to prove the following main claim, whose proof follows from the subsequent Lemmas
8, 9, 10.(a), 11, 10.(b), and 10.(c).
Lemma 3 (D-legality). Let b be a finite or infinite path of the e-tree. The execution eα
associated with b is D-legal.
s

s

1
2
Let b = root →
v1 →
v2 , . . . a path of the e-tree. Assume that for each node vk
in b, all eggs have been laid, i.e., for every pj ∈ sk , EGG(vk )[j] 6= ⊥. Recall that the
execution eα described by b is an IS execution whose successive concurrency classes
are s1 , s2 , . . . If pi belongs to sk , it performs first a failure detector query, then a write,
followed by a read of the whole shared memory. Each write/read operation of sk must
be scheduled after the last read operation of sk−1 and before the first write operation of
sk+1 .
The real execution is D-legal. So, there exists a failure pattern F , a failure detector
history H ∈ D(F ) and a “timing” RT that are consistent in the sense of Definition 1.
We first define a timing T , based on RT and then we show that T , together with H and
F satisfies the conditions of Definition 1 for the execution eα. For technical reasons, if
the last event in eα of a process pi ∈ faulty(F ) is a read event, it will be removed from
execution eα. Note that this event has no impact in the shared memory.
Recall that an event ev is represented by a tuple hid, op, vin, vouti whose meaning
is process id performs operation op with input value vin and gets back vout. We sometimes write ev ∈ sk if the event ev is generated at process pi when pi is scheduled in
the concurrency class sk .
Let s be a concurrency class of eα, and v the associated node in b, i.e., the edge
(s)
(s)
(s)
pointing to v is labeled s. Let pi ∈ s. qi , wi , and ri denote respectively the query,
write, and read events that occur at pi when it is scheduled in the concurrency class s.
(s)
Let us observe that the result of the query qi is the failure detector value in egg
ei stored in EGG(v)[i], where v is the node whose incoming edge is labeled s. By
definition, this egg e has been generated in a (real) fd query() event q(ei ) performed by
pi in the underlying real run. We are now ready to define the timing T associated with
the simulated execution.
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(s)

– T (qi ) = RT (q(ei )), the timing associated with the real query that gives rise to
ei .
(s)
– T (wi ) = max(RT (q(ei )), T (rρ )) + 1, where ρ is the concurrency class that
immediately precedes s. T (rρ ) = 0 if there is no such concurrency class.
(s)
(s)
– T (r(s) ) = max(T (wi ) : pi ∈ s) + 1. All read events ri of class s are assigned
the same time.
To prove the lemma, we show that F, H, T and eα verify the conditions of Definition 1.
Notations Given a concurrency class s in eα, the last query of s denoted `q(s) is the
(s)
query operation of s that occurs last according to T : `q(s) = qi such that pi ∈ s and
(s)
(s)
(s)
∀pj ∈ s, pj 6= pi , T (qj ) < T (qi ). Thus, T (`q(s)) = max(T (qj ) : pj ∈ s). `q(s)
is well defined since at any given time, at most one process is querying its local failure
detector. This follows from the wait statement of Line 28, and the fact that processes
explore the tree in the same order. Hence, no two query events are mapped to the same
integer by RT . We first state technical lemmas that follows from the definition of T and
the egg laying procedure.
Lemma 4. Let sk and sk0 be two concurrency classes in eα such that k < k 0 , pi ∈
(s )
(s )
sk ∩ sk0 . Then T (qi k ) < T (qi k0 ).
Proof We first assume that there is no step by pi between sk and sk0 . More precisely,
∀j ∈ {k + 1, . . . , k 0 − 1}, pi ∈
/ sj . Let vk and vk0 be the nodes whose incoming arcs
are labeled sk and sk0 respectively. We denote ei and e0i the two eggs written by pi in
EGG(vk )[i] and EGG(vk0 )[i], respectively. In the path vk ; vk0 , pi appears only in
the last concurrency class sk0 . Moreover, the label of the incoming arc of vk contains
pi . Thus, vk = osa(vk0 , pi ). Whether pi generates or not a new egg while it is exploring
node vk0 depends on the value of mi (state(vk )) (Line 23). We consider both cases.
– mi (state(vk )) is undefined, i.e., no egg is associated with the state of node vk
when pi explores node vk0 . In that case, pi queries its failure detector module to
generate a new egg e0i . This occurs at (“real”) time RT (q(e0i )), which by definition
(s )
of T is equal to T (qi k0 ). Observe that vk is explored before vk0 by pi . pi does not
leave node vk before all the eggs of the node (an egg ej for each pj ∈ sk ) have
been written in the array EGG(vk ). In particular, the egg ei has been written in
EGG(vk )[i] when pi leaves node vk . Since the write of an egg always follows its
(s )
(s )
generation, we obtain T (qi k ) = RT (q(ei )) < RT (q(e0i )) = T (qi k0 ).
– mi (state(vk )) = e0i . In this case, the egg e0i written by pi in vk0 had been generated
previously. Let u0 be the node in which e0i is generated. This means that, while
exploring node u0 , pi queries its failure detector module and creates the egg e0i . Let
u = osa(u0 , pi ). We then have mi (state(u)) = e0i (Line 25). As e0i is written in vk0
and vk = osa(vk0 , pi ), state(u) = state(vk ).
Let u0 = osa(u, pi ) and vk0 = osa(vk , pi ). Observe that, if u0 6= root then
state(u)[i] = hstate(u0 )i and state(vk )[i] = hstate(vk0 )i and consequently,
state(u0 ) = state(vk0 ). Otherwise, u0 = vk0 = root, and trivially state(u0 ) =
state(vk0 ). Then, as ei is written by pi in EGG(vk )[i], we must have mi (state(vk0 )) =
ei , from which it follows that ei is also written by pi in u.
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Consider the path u ; u0 . u = osa(u0 , pi ), the eggs written by pi in u and u0 are
respectively ei and e0i , and e0i is generated while pi is exploring node u0 . Hence,
the previous case applies, from which we obtain RT (q(ei )) < RT (q(e0i )), which
(s )
(s )
implies by definition of T that T (qi k ) < T (qi k0 ).
To complete the proof, suppose that pi appears in the concurrency classes sk = sk1 ,
(skj )

sk2 , . . . , skx = sk0 . We have shown that, for every j ∈ {1, . . . , x − 1}, T (qi
(sk
)
T (qi j+1 ),

from which we conclude that

(s )
T (qi k )

<

(s )
T (qi k0 ).

) <

2Lemma 4

Lemma 5. Let sk and sk0 be two concurrency classes in eα such that (1) k < k 0 , (2)
pi ∈ sk ∩ sk0 and (3) pi ∈
/ sy , ∀y : k < y < k 0 . Then, for every x ∈ {1, . . . , k},
(s )
T (`q(sx )) < T (qi k0 ).
Proof Consider any x0 ∈ {1, . . . , k} and any pj ∈ sx0 , and let ej be the egg written in
EGG(vx0 )[j] by pj . We first assume that there is no step of pj in the path vx0 ; vk ,
i.e., pj does not appear in the concurrency classes sx0 +1 , . . . , sk . Let vx = osa(vx0 , pj ).
When ej is written in EGG(vx0 )[j] by pj , it has mj (state(vx )) = ej .
In the IS execution s1 , . . . , sk , the last time pj updates its cell of the shared memory
is when it is scheduled in the concurrency class sx0 . The value written is the latest
state of the shared memory, state(vx ), observed by pj so far. Hence, state(vk )[j] =
state(vx0 )[j] = hstate(vx )i (or h2j i, if vx = root).
Let ei and e0i be the two eggs written by pi in vk and vk0 , respectively. We consider
two cases according to when e0i is generated. By the assumption of the claim, in the path
vk ; vk0 , pi appears only in the last concurrency class sk0 . Moreover, the label of the
incoming arc of vk contains pi . Thus, vk = osa(vk0 , pi ). Whether pi generates or not
a new egg while it is exploring node vk0 depends on the value of mi (state(vk )) (Line
23).
– mi (state(vk )) is undefined, i.e., no egg is associated with the state of node vk
when pi explores node vk0 . In that case, pi queries its failure detector module to
generate a new egg e0i . This occurs at (“real”) time RT (q(e0i )), which by definition
(s )
of T is equal to T (qi k0 ). vx0 is explored by pi before vk0 . Specifically, pi does
not leave node vx0 before all the eggs of node vx0 have been written in the array
EGG(vx0 ). In particular, the egg ej has been written in EGG(vx0 )[j] when pi
leaves node vx0 . Since the write of an egg always follows its creation, we obtain
(s )
(s )
T (qj x0 ) = RT (q(ej )) < RT (q(e0i )) = T (qi k0 ).
0
0
– mi (state(vk )) = ei . In this case, the egg ei written by pi in vk0 has been generated before node vk0 is explored. Let u0 be the node in which e0i is generated. Let
u = osa(u0 , pi ). We then have mi (state(u)) = e0i (Line 25). As e0i is written in
vk0 and vk = osa(vk0 , pi ), state(u) = state(vk ). In particular, state(vk )[j] =
state(vx0 )[j] = state(u)[j] = hstate(vx )i if vx 6= root, or state(vk )[j] =
state(vx0 )[j] = state(u)[j] = h2j i, if vx = root. In either case, there is a predecessor w of u, whose incoming arc is labeled pj such that (1) ej is written in
EGG(w)[j] and (2) there is no step by pj in the path w ; u. Therefore, the previous case applies (by identifying w with vx0 , u with vk , and u0 with vk0 ). Hence
(s )
(s )
RT (q(ej )) < RT (q(e0i )), from which we conclude that T (qj x0 ) < T (qi k0 ).
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To complete the proof, suppose that pj appears in the concurrency classes sx1 , sx2 , . . . , sx`
(sx0 )

in the path vx0 ; vk . Per Lemma 4, T (qj

(sx1 )

) < T (qj

(sx )
(sx )
T (qj ` ). Moreover, we have established that T (qj ` )
(s )
T (qi k0 ).

<

(sx2 )

) < T (qj

) < ... <

(s )
(s )
T (qi k0 ). Hence T (qj x0 )

<

2Lemma 5

Lemma 6. Let e and e0 be two eggs, q(e) and q(e0 ) the (real) failure detector queries
that give rise to them. |RT (q(e)) − RT (q(e0 ))| > δ.
Proof All processes explore the nodes of the tree in the same order and, for a given
node v with incoming arc labeled s, the eggs in EGG(v) are read in increasing order
of the IDs in s. Let e be created by pi when exploring node v, and e0 be created by
pj when exploring v 0 . W.l.o.g., assume that, in the exploration order, v precedes v 0 ,
or i < j if v = v 0 . Then, pj must wait to read EGG(v)[i] 6= ⊥ before generating
egg e0 . Since e is created, at time RT (q(e)) (Line 25), until pi writes it in EGG(v)[i]
(Line 27), there are δ dummy read events (Line 26). Hence, the time at which pj reads
EGG(v)[i] 6= ⊥ (and hence the time RT (q(e0 )) when it generates e0 ) cannot be less
than RT (q(e)) + δ + 1.
2Lemma 6
Lemma 7. Let sk be the kth concurrency class in eα. Then, T (r(sk ) ) = T (`q(s` )) +
2(k − ` + 1) for some ` ∈ {k − n + 1, . . . , k}.
Proof Consider any x ≤ k. By definition of T , we have
(sx )

T (r(sx ) ) = max(T (wj

) : pj ∈ sx ) + 1

(sx )

= max({T (qj

) : pj ∈ sx } ∪ {T (r(sx−1 ) )}) + 2

= max(T (`q(sx )), T (r(sx−1 ) ) + 2.
Let ` be the largest integer such that ` ≤ k and T (`q(s` )) ≥ T (r(s`−1 ) ). (` is well defined, as by convention we assume T (r(s0 ) ) = 0.) Hence, for every x ∈ {` + 1, . . . , k},
T (r(sx ) ) = T (r(sx−1 ) ) + 2. Consequently,
T (r(sx ) ) = T (r(s` ) ) + 2(x − `) = T (`q(s` )) + 2(x − ` + 1),

(1)

and, in particular, T (r(sk ) ) = T (`q(s` )) + 2(k − ` + 1).
It remains to show that k − ` ≤ n − 1. Assume for contradiction that k − ` > n − 1.
Then the sequence s` , . . . , sk consists of at least n + 1 concurrency classes. By the
pigeonhole principle, there exists a process pi and two concurrency classes sx and sx0 ,
` ≤ x < x0 ≤ k, such that pi ∈ sx ∩ sx0 , pi ∈
/ sy , ∀y : x < y < x0 , and x0 − ` ≤ n. Per
(s )
Lemma 5, it follows that ∀y ≤ x, T (`q(sy )) < T (qi x0 ). In particular, T (`q(s` )) <
T (`q(sx0 )). Observe that, by definition of T and `q(), there exists two distinct eggs e
and e0 such that T (`q(s` )) = RT (e) and T (`q(sx0 )) = RT (e0 ). It thus follows from
Lemma 6 that T (`q(sx0 )) > T (`q(s` )) + δ.
On the other hand, it follows from Equation (1) that T (r(sx0 ) ) = T (`q(s` ))+2(x0 −
` + 1). However, according to the definition of T , T (r(sx0 ) ) ≥ T (`q(sx0 )) + 2. Hence,
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we must have T (`q(s` )) + 2(x0 − ` + 1) ≥ T (`q(sx0 )) + 2 > T (`q(s` )) + δ + 2. Then,
as x0 − ` ≤ n, the inequality becomes δ < 2(x0 − `) ≤ 2n. However, δ = 2n, which
leads to a contradiction.
2Lemma 7
We now show that, when a (simulated) event ev is performed by some process pi ,
this process is still alive according to T and F .
Lemma 8. Let ev be an event in eα. Then, ev.id ∈
/ F (T (ev)).
Proof Suppose that ev is performed by pi while it is scheduled in the concurrency
(s)
(s)
class s. Assume that ev is the event qi or wi 1 . The key to the proof is to establish
that T (ev) ≤ RT (rev) where rev is a real event performed by pi in the underlying
real execution. Since the real execution is D-legal, and F (τ ) ⊆ F (RT (rev)) for every
τ ≤ RT (rev), it follows that pi ∈
/ F (T (ev)).
sk
s1
s2
Assume that s = sk , and the path in the e-tree to be root →
v1 →
v2 . . . →
vk . Let
ei be the egg written by pi in EGG(vk )[i]. In the real execution, the event in which this
occurs is denoted w(ei ). Let RT (w(ei )) be the (real) timing associated with this event.
(s )
(s )
(s )
By definition of T , T (qi k ) < T (wi k ). Thus, it is enough to show that T (wi k ) ≤
RT (w(ei )).
(s )
We have T (wi k ) = max(RT (q(ei )), T (r(sk−1 ) ))+1. First assume that RT (q(ei )) ≥
T (r(sk−1 ) ) (this is the case if k = 1, since T (r(s0 ) ) = 0, by convention), which implies
(s )
that T (wi k ) = RT (q(ei ))+1. As ei is generated before being written in EGG(vk )[i],
(s )
RT (q(ei )) < RT (w(ei )), from which we obtain T (wi k ) ≤ RT (w(ei )). Assume now
(s )
that T (wi k ) = T (r(sk−1 ) ) + 1. Per Lemma 7, there exists ` such that T (r(sk−1 ) ) =
T (`q(s` )) + 2(k − `) where k − ` ≤ n. Hence, from the definition of T ,
(sk )

T (wi

) = T (`q(s` )) + 2(k − `) + 1.

(2)

We now compute the earliest time mapped by RT to the real event w(ei ). The
exploration of each node vx , x ≤ k, generates at least δ + 1 consecutive events at each
process pj ∈ sx : δ dummy reads and a write of the shared variable EGG(vx )[j] (lines
26-27). In addition, each process waits until an egg for each process in sx has been
written in EGG(vx ). Moreover, RT defines a linearization of the real execution. The
timing of the events in RT respects the real-time order of those events. Therefore the
linearization time RT (w(ei )) for the event w(ei ) is at least
RT (w(ei )) ≥ T (`q(s` ))+1+(δ+1)(k−1−`)+δ+1 = T (`q(s` ))+(k−`)(δ+1)+1
(3)
Where T (`q(s` )) + 1 is the earliest time at which the last egg is written in EGG(v` ),
there are at least δ + 1 events in the exploration of each node v`+1 , . . . , vk−1 , there are
δ events in the linearization of the dummy reads performed by pi while exploring vk ,
and w(ei ) is an additional event. As δ + 1 > 2, it follows from equations 2 and 3 that
(s )
RT (w(ei )) > T (wi k ).
2Lemma 8
1

Recall that we have removed from execution eα the last event of a faulty process pi if that
(s)
event was a read ri . Hence, we only need to consider query and write events.
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Lemma 9. Let ev = qi be a failure detector query in eα, and d the value returned by
(s)
that query. Then, d = H(pi , T (qi )).
Proof Let v be the node whose incoming arc is labeled s. Let ei (v) = hpi , d, ki be
the egg written by pi in EGG(v)[i]. d is the failure detector value returned by the
(s)
(s)
simulated query qi . By definition of T , T (qi ) = RT (q(ei (v))), the time at which
the real query that gives rise to d occurs. By the D-legality of the real execution, d =
(s)
H(pi , RT (q(ei ))) = H(pi , T (qi )).
2Lemma 9
The following properties directly follow from the definition of T .
Lemma 10. Let s and s0 be two consecutive concurrency classes in eα.
(s)
(s)
(s)
(a) For every pi ∈ s, T (qi ) < T (wi ) < T (ri ),
(s)
(s)
(b) For every pi , pj ∈ s, T (wi ) < T (rj ) and,
(s0 )

(c) For every pi ∈ s, pj ∈ s0 , T (r(s) ) < T (wj

).

Proof These properties directly follow from the definition of T .

2Lemma 10

Lemma 11. Let s and s0 be two concurrency classes in eα such that s appears before
(s)
(s0 )
s0 . For every pi ∈ s ∩ s0 , T (ri ) < T (qi ).
Proof Suppose that s = sk and s0 = sk0 , the kth and k 0 th concurrency classes in eα
respectively. Let us first assume that ∀x, k < x < k 0 , pi ∈
/ sx . Per Lemma 7, there exists
`, such that (1) ` ≤ k, (2) k − ` ≤ n − 1, and (3) T (r(sk ) ) = T (`q(s` )) + 2(k − ` + 1). It
(s )
follows from (1) and Lemma 5 that T (`q(s` )) < T (qi k0 ). Therefore, by Lemma 6, we
(s )
derive that (4) T (`q(s` ))+δ < T (qi k0 ). On the other hand, from (2) and the value of δ
we have that 2(k − ` + 1) ≤ 2n = δ. This and (3) imply that T (r(sk ) ) ≤ T (`q(s` )) + δ.
(s )
Combining this with (4), we conclude that T (r(sk ) ) < T (qi k0 ).
Suppose that pi appears in the concurrency classes s = t1 , t2 , . . . , tx = s0 . By
Lemma 10.(b) and (c), T (r(s) ) < T (r(tx−1 ) ). Moreover, we have established that
(t )
(s)
(s0 )
T (r(tx−1 ) ) < T (qi x ) = T (qi ). Hence T (r(s) ) < T (qi ).
2Lemma 11
Finally, we prove Lemma 3.
Proof (Lemma 3) We check that the failure pattern F , the failure detector history H,
and the timing T are consistent with eα in the sense of Definition 1. An execution σ is
D-legal if there exists a failure pattern F , an history H ∈ D(F ) and a function T that
maps each event of σ to an integer such that (T (e) is the “time” at which the event e
occurs). We show that eα is D-legal.
1. ∀ev ∈ σ, ev.id 6∈ F (T (ev)). This property follows from Lemma 8.
2. ∀ev ∈ σ, ev.op = fd query() =⇒ H(ev.id, T (ev)) = ev.out. This property is
proved in Lemma 9.
(s)
(s)
(s)
3. ∀s ∈ σ, ∀pi ∈ s, T (qi ) < T (wi ) < T (ri ). Proved as Lemma 10.(a).
(s )
(s )
4. ∀sk , s` ∈ σ : k < `, ∀pi ∈ sk ∩ s` , T (ri k ) < T (qi ` ). Proved as Lemma 11.
s
s
5. ∀s ∈ σ, ∀pi , pj ∈ s, T (wi ) < T (rj ). Proved as Lemma 10.(b).
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6. ∀sk , sk+1 ∈ σ, ∀pi ∈ sk , ∀pj ∈ sk+1 , T (ri
10.(c).

(sk+1 )

) < T (wj

). Proved as Lemma
2Lemma 3

Lemma 12. Let us assume the algorithm of Figure 3 explores an infinite branch b =
s2
s1
v2 . . . Let C be the set of processes that appear infinite number of times
v1 →
root →
in b. There is a k 0 such that ∀k > k 0 , (1) the algorithm executes explore(vk , sk , C) and
(2) this call never terminates.
Proof Let sk0 be the last concurrency class in b with processes not in C. Then, for
all k > k 0 , sk ⊆ C. We first show that the algorithm executes explore(vk , sk , C). Assume this call never happens. Since the algorithm explores the branch b, it explores
node vk , and hence it must execute calls of the form explore(vk , sk , C 0 ) with C 0 6= C.
Observe that C 6⊂ C 0 , from the order used in the algorithm (Line 14). Then, there is
some process pi ∈ C that does not appear in C 0 . Since the subtree rooted at vk explored
by call explore(vk , sk , C 0 ) only contain nodes that can be reached from vk with concurrency classes s ⊆ C 0 , branch b has not been completely explored in any of these
calls. Since the collection of possible sets C 0 is finite, the branch has not been fully
explored, and hence call explore(vk , sk , C) is executed. Now, the subtree explored by
call explore(vk , sk , C) contains the subtree rooted at vk that can be reached with paths
sk+1
sk+2
of concurrency classes s ⊆ C. Then, the infinite branch of that tree vk → vk+1 →
vk+2 . . . is explored. As part of the exploration, calls explore(vx , sx , C) are executed,
∀x > k. Since there are infinite such calls, the exploration never finishes and the call
never terminates.
2Lemma 12
Extraction of anti−Ω Finally, we show that the algorithm described in Figure 3 implements an anti−Ω failure detector.
Lemma 13. Let T a task with finite inputs that has no wait-free solution. Let D a
failure detector and AD a protocol in standard form using D to solve T . The algorithm
described in Figure 3 implements anti−Ω using D in a wait-free environment.
Proof Consider an execution of the algorithm described in Figure 3. Let C be the set of
correct processes in that execution. We have to show that there exists a correct process
pc such that eventually, for every pi ∈ C, FDi 6= pc permanently. Let pi ∈ C. There are
two main cases.
– Some invocation of explore() issued by pi at Line 08 never terminates. This can
only happen if (1) pi never exits the wait until loop at Line 28 while exploring
some node v, or (2) pi explores an infinite branch.
(1) There exists v such that pi waits forever for an egg from p` while exploring
node v. Observe that every correct process pj eventually reaches node v, and
then eventually waits for an egg from p` . This follows from the fact that processes explore the tree in the same order starting from the root. Moreover, when
a process arrives at a node w along an arc labeled s, it waits until an egg is laid
by each process px ∈ s, one by one in the order of their ids in s.
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Therefore, p` cannot be a correct process. Otherwise, it would eventually explore node v and assign an egg to v, contradicting the fact that pi waits forever
for the egg of p` to be assigned to v. Finally, while waiting for an egg from
p` , the anti−Ω output FDi at pi is {p` }. Hence, eventually, for every correct
process, the output of anti−Ω is forever {p` } which is a valid output as p` ∈
/ C.
(2) For every node v, no process is blocked in the wait until loop while exploring
node v. Since the invocation of explore() does not terminate, this implies that
an infinite branch b is produced in the e-tree. Let C 0 be the set of processes
that appear infinitely often in the labels of the branch b. Clearly, C 0 ⊆ C, since
otherwise at some point all the eggs assigned by a faulty process p` ∈ C 0 to
nodes in b would be used, and case (1) would occur. Suppose for contradiction
that C = C 0 . Let pi ∈ C 0 . There exists an input vector I ∈ I such that pi does
not decide in the execution eα that corresponds to b when the input vector is I.
From C = C 0 it follows that eα is a fair execution. Moreover, by Lemma 3, eα
is D-legal. Thus, eα is a possible legal and fair execution of AD using D when
the input vector is I. Then, every process in C 0 = C should eventually decide
in eα, a contradiction. Hence, C 0 ⊂ C.
Moreover, it follows from Lemma 12 that there exists a call of the form explore(v,
s, C 0 ), where v is a node in the infinite branch, that does not terminate. Every
call to explore(−, −, S) that follows it are such that S ⊆ C 0 . So after this call,
only arcs with label s ⊆ C 0 are traversed. Since in a node v the output of FDi
can only be processes of s, the label of the incoming arc of v, FDi at each
process pi is permanently contained in C 0 .
Therefore each correct process in C − C 0 is eventually never output by the
emulated failure detector, satisfying the specification of anti−Ω .
– All invocations of explore() issued by pi at Line 08 eventually terminate. In that
case, the e-tree is finite, and all eggs used in the e-tree (the array EGG) are also
finite.
• Consider a path in the e-tree and an input vector I. The corresponding execution is D-legal (Lemma 3), thus all decisions made along this path respect the
specification of the task T .
• Let I be an input vectors, and b and b0 be two branches in the e-tree. Denote
eα and eα0 the corresponding IS execution of A using D, and α and α0 the two
corresponding IS executions (removing failure detector values). Suppose that
pi
pi
pi decides in eα and α ∼ α0 . Per Lemma 2 eα ∼ eα0 . So pi decides also in
eα0 and decides the same value as in eα.
• As the exploration procedure backtracks only when it reaches a node in which
every process decides for every input vector, for every branch in the e-tree, for
every process pi , for every input vector I, there exists a node v in the branch in
which pi decides; i.e., pi ∈
/ undecidedi (v, I)
The three properties above imply the existence of a wait-free protocol A without a
failure detector, that instead uses the e-tree and the eggs as part of its initial state
and solves T : a contradiction.
The protocol works as follows. Each process has the e-tree built by the algorithm
of Figure 3 and the associated array EGG as local initial data. Then a process pi
executing A simply executes the protocol AD that solves T with a failure detector
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D. pi follows the appropriate path in the tree, using the eggs taken from the array
instead of querying the failure detector.
Each time pi reads a snapshot from the shared memory, it can identify which path
in the tree it is following. Unfortunately, this snapshot may correspond to several
paths. As we have shown, the egg laying mechanism of Figure 3 guarantees that
along each possible path the same egg is used, and hence pi can continue emulating
A.
When pi decides on input I, it stops emulating A and modifying the shared memory. This assumption allows the processes that have not decided yet, to follow a
path in the subtree whose root is the node of the e-tree at which pi decided.
2Lemma 13

4 t-resilient Case
This section establishes that, in the t-resilient environment, anti−Ω t is necessary to
solve any unsolvable agreement task T . More precisely, given an agreement task T , a
failure detector D, and an algorithm AD that solves T using D in the t-resilient environment, we show that, if no read/write protocol solves T in the t-resilient environment,
then D is at least as strong as anti−Ω t .
Recall that a task T is specified by an input domain I, an output domain O, and
a relation ∆ that specifies, for each assignment of inputs to the processes, on which
outputs processes can decide. For this section, we consider only agreement tasks: for
any input I ∈ I, if a value can be decided by pi , it can also be decided by any other
process pj . Formally,
Definition 6 (agreement task). A task (∆, I, O) is an agreement task if ∀I ∈ I, ∀O ∈
O, (I, O) ∈ ∆ =⇒ (I, O0 ) ∈ ∆, ∀O0 = [O[i1 ], . . . , O[in ]], ∀i1 , . . . , in ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
The k-set agreement task is an example of an agreement task, and there are many
other examples, such as loop agreement and convergence tasks [20,6]. The following is
the main result of this section.
Theorem 2. Let T be an agreement task that cannot be solved in the t-resilient environment. Let D be a failure detector and AD a protocol that solves T using D in
the t-resilient environment. Then, D is at least as strong as anti−Ω t in the t-resilient
environment.
In [28], Zieliński describes an algorithm based on anti−Ω that solves (n − 1)-setagreement in the wait-free environment. It is easy to generalize it, and derive from his
construction an algorithm, based on anti−Ω k , that solves k-set-agreement (see Section
A). As t-set-agreement is an agreement task with no read/write protocol in the t-resilient
environment, Theorem 2 implies the following corollary.
Corollary 1. In the t-resilient environment, anti−Ω t is the weakest failure detector to
solve t-set-agreement.
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Overview of the proof As first proved by Borowsky and Gafni [5], task solvability in
read/write executions in which at most t processes fail can be captured by a subset of
all possible IS executions. We define the set of t-resilient IS executions (abbreviated
in t-IS) as a particular subset of all IS executions and establish that, if there exists
a protocol that solves T in every t-IS execution, a protocol that solves T in every
execution in which at most t processes fail can be inferred. Our definition of the set of
t-IS executions differs from the one in [5], but we believe it is simpler to analyze.
As in the wait-free case, the extraction protocol AD→anti−Ω t simulates possible
t-IS executions of AD using D. We reuse the extraction protocol of the wait-free case
(Figure 3), with small modifications. As before, simulated executions are organized in
an e-tree, built by the processes while executing the extraction protocol. Failure detector queries are simulated by invoking the egg laying() procedure. If the modified
extraction protocol finishes, it yields a finite subtree of the wait-free e-tree. As shown
for the wait-free case, each path in the e-tree describes a legal execution of AD . Also,
the procedure preserves indistinguishability with respect to executions without failure
detector. Both properties allow to infer that, if the extraction protocol finishes, the obtained e-tree can be used to create a protocol A, without failure detector, such that,
in each IS execution that corresponds to a path from the root in the e-tree, some set
of processes decide respecting the specification of T . The extraction algorithm for the
wait-free case (Figure 3) is modified as follows:
1. The output of the simulated failure detector at process pi is now a set of n−t process
ids. FDi contains the set of the latest n − t processes simulated by pi , including the
process pi is currently simulating.
2. Instead of simulating an e-tree that includes all possible IS executions, processes
simulate a sub-tree that is complete for the set of all possible t-IS executions. In this
sub-tree, every path corresponds to a t-IS execution and, reciprocally, every t-IS
execution can be associated with a unique path in the sub-tree. As mentioned, the
two main properties of the construction in Section 3, namely indistinguishability
and D-legality are preserved. (Indeed, the correctness of Lemmas 2 and 3 rely on
the egg laying procedure and the fact that processes traverse the tree in the same
order. They do not depend on which particular sub-tree is explored.)
The proof of correctness closely follows the proof of the wait-free case. There are three
cases. (a) Processes may be blocked forever in the egg laying() procedure waiting for an
egg from a faulty process pj . In that case, the simulated output of anti−Ω t eventually
stabilizes on a set of n − t processes that includes faulty processes. This is a valid
output, since there are at least n − t correct processes. Alternatively, (b) processes may
simulate an infinite t-IS execution eα of AD in which some process takes infinitely
many steps, but never decides. Then, eα must be unfair, i.e., the set S of processes
that take infinitely many steps in eα excludes a correct process. By construction, every
infinite t-IS execution has at least n − t processes that take infinitely many steps. When
a new step of eα is simulated, the output of anti−Ω t is the set of the n − t processes
whose steps were last simulated. Therefore, the output of anti−Ω t is eventually always
included in S, which is valid since S excludes a correct process. Finally, if none of
the previous cases occur, then (c) a finite e-tree with all possible t-IS executions is
generated, in which at least t + 1 processes decide in every leaf, for every input vector
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allowed by T . Since T is an agreement task, and t-IS executions can be simulated in the
read/write model, we derive in this case a t-resilient protocol A that solves T without
using failure detectors: a contradiction.
Capturing t-resilience into IS executions Given a sequence of concurrency classes
s1 , . . . , sk , let #pi (s1 , . . . , sk ) denote the number of concurrency classes in which pi
appears: #pi (s1 , . . . , sk ) = |{x ∈ {1, . . . , k} : pi ∈ sx }|. An IS execution α is a
t-resilient IS execution (t-IS for short) if it satisfies the following property.
Definition 7 (t-joint progress). Let α = s1 , s2 , . . . be a finite or infinite sequence of
concurrency classes. α satisfies the t-joint progress property if ∀sk ∈ α, ∀pi ∈ Π,
∀r ≥ 0, ((pi ∈ sk ) ∧ (#pi (s1 , . . . , sk ) = r) ∧ ((r mod n) + 1 = i)) =⇒ (∃S ⊆
Π : (|S| ≥ n − t − 1) ∧ (∀pj ∈ S, #pj (s1 , . . . , sk−1 ) ≥ r)).
Let pi be a process and r such that (r mod n) + 1 = i. Assume that the rth class
in which pi appears is sk . In other words, pi ∈ sk and pi appears exactly r times in
the sets s1 , . . . , sk . The t-joint progress property specifies that there exists a set S of
at least n − t − 1 processes such that each process pj ∈ S appears at least r times in
the prefix s1 , . . . , sk−1 . (observe that pi 6∈ S.) Notice that this implies that, in every
infinite t-IS execution, at least n − t processes appear infinitely often. The next lemma
shows that, for every choice of S ⊆ Π of size n − t, and every finite t-IS execution
α, there exists an extension of α in which all concurrency clases are contained in S
(only processes in S take steps). Given a sequence α = s1 , . . . , sk , let α.s denote the
sequence s1 , . . . , sk , s.
Lemma 14. Let α = s1 , . . . , sk be a finite t-IS execution. There exists S ⊆ Π such
that (1) |S| ≥ t + 1 and (2) ∀s ⊆ S, α.s is a t-IS execution.
Proof Let E = {pi : i 6= (#pi (α)+1) mod n+1} and E 0 = {pi : (i = (#pi (α)+1)
mod n+1) ∧ (∃ Pi ∈ Π : (|Pi | = n−t−1)∧(∀pj ∈ Pi , #pj (α) ≥ #pi (α)+1))}. Let
us denote G = E ∪ E 0 . Observe that α can be extended with any subset s ⊆ G without
violating the t-joint progress property. In fact, the property imposes no constraints on
the (#pi (α) + 1)th occurrence of pi , for every pi ∈ E. Moreover, for every pi ∈ E 0 ,
one can find the set Pi of n − t − 1 processes, where each pj ∈ Pi appears at least
(#pi (α) + 1) times in α. (Observe that pi 6∈ Pi .) We prove the lemma by establishing
that |G| ≥ t + 1.
Assume for contradiction that |G| = x < t + 1. Let pi ∈
/ G. Notice that, as pi ∈
/ E,
(#pi (α)+1) mod n+1 = i and thus no other process pj ∈ Π\G has the same number
of occurrences #pj (α) in α. Let L denote the t + 1 − x processes in Π\G with the
smallest number of occurrences in α, and H = Π\(G ∪ L). That is, ∀pi ∈ L, pj ∈ H :
#pi (α) < #pj (α). By definition of H, we have |H| = n−(x+(t+1−x)) = n−(t+1).
Therefore, for every process pi ∈ L, there exists a set Pi = H of n − t − 1 processes,
each of them appears at least (#pi (α) + 1) times in α. Consequently, L ⊆ E 0 ⊆ G,
contradicting the fact that pi ∈
/ G.
2Lemma 14
The next theorem shows that the set of all t-IS executions captures the read/write
model in the t-resilient environment, in the following sense: if a protocol B solves
some task T within the set of all possible t-IS executions, then there exists a read/write
protocol that solves T in the t-resilient environment.
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Theorem 3. Let B a t-resilient protocol in standard form that solves T in every infinite
t-IS execution. There exists a protocol that solves T in every executions allowed by the
t-resilient environment.
To prove the theorem, we present a t-resilient simulation described in Figure 4. Each
run of the simulation, in which at least n − t processes take steps forever produces an
infinite t-IS executions α. The sets of processes that appear infinitely often in α is the
set of processes that take infinitely many steps in the simulation protocol.
The simulated Protocol B is in standard form. To simulate each step of the repeat
loop, which consists of a write followed by a snapshot of the memory (see Figure 1),
process pi invokes the write snapshot() operation provided by the simulation, with as
parameter the value v it has to write according to B. This operation returns an immediate snapshot [5] (a snapshot that includes v), with the illusion that the write operation
has been immediately followed by a snapshot operation. The simulation relies on an
underlying immediate snapshot object OIS . Such an object can be implemented waitfree from atomic registers [3,5]. It exports one operation denoted WRITE SNAPSHOT()
that ensures the following properties. W.l.o.g., let us assume that the parameter of the
rth invocation of WRITE SNAPSHOT() performed by pj is a tuple hj, r, datai for every
pj and every r. The invocation returns a set σir of tuples hj, rj , dataj i such that
1. (self inclusion) hi, r, i ∈ σir
0
0
2. (containment) ∀pi , pj , r, r0 : (σir ⊆ σjr ) ∨ (σjr ⊆ σir )
0
3. (immediacy) ∀pi , pj , r, r0 : hj, r0 , i ∈ σir ⇒ σjr ⊆ σir
Observe that value returned by an invocation of write snapshot is provided by an invocation of WRITE SNAPSHOT(). It thus follows from these properties that the processes simulate an IS execution α of B. More precisely, by the containment property, all sets σir are related by containment. Let σ = σ(1), σ(2), . . . be the ordered
sequence that contains all these sets (i.e., for every i, σ(i) ⊂ σ(i + 1)). The concurrency classes of α are defined as follows: s1 = {pi : hi, , i ∈ σ(1)}, and for every
k > 1, sk = {pi : hi, , i ∈ σ(k)\σ(k − 1)}. Per the immediacy and self inclusion
properties, each process active in sk obtains the same snapshot σk , which contains the
value written by every pi ∈ sk0 if pi is active in sk0 , for every k 0 ≤ k.
To ensure the t-joint progress property, and thus to simulate t-IS executions, a
process is allowed to access the underlying OIS only after “enough” processes have
performed “enough” WRITE SNAPSHOT() operations. Consider the rth operation performed by pi and assume that (r mod n)+1 = i. Before invoking WRITE SNAPSHOT(),
pi waits for a set S of n − t − 1 processes to complete their rth invocation. This ensures
that the snapshot eventually obtained by pi contains the first r values written by each
process in S. Before returning from an invocation of write snapshot(), process pj increments a counter C[j] in shared memory. Hence, by repeatedly reading the array C,
pi eventually discovers that n − t − 1 processes have completed their rth invocation. To
prevent an invocation from blocking forever, we assume that (1) at least n − t processes
do not fail and (2) every process keeps invoking write snapshot until it possibly fails.
Proof As discussed previously, a run of the algorithm simulates an IS execution. It
remains to show that every simulated IS execution is indeed a t-IS execution. We first
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prove that every invocation of write snapshot() by every correct process terminates.
Then we establish that the t-joint progress property is satisfied.
Termination. Every invocation of write snapshot() by every correct process terminates. The proof is by induction on operation occurences r. Let 1 ≤ r, and let us
assume that for every r0 < r, and for every correct process pc the r0 th invocation of
write snapshot() by pc terminates. By definition, every “0th” invocation terminates.
Let us the consider the rth invocation of write snapshot() by a correct process pi .
– i 6= (r mod n) + 1. In that case, pi directly invokes WRITE SNAPSHOT() on the
underlying immediate snapshot object OIS . This object is wait-free: as pi does not
fail, it eventually gets back a response and then returns.
– i = (r mod n) + 1. Assume for contradiction that pi is blocked forever in the
wait until statement. Let us first observe that there are at least n − t − 1 correct
processes other than pi . Let pj be one of them. Since we assume that processes
keep invoking write snapshot, pj invokes write snapshot() at least r times. By
the induction hypothesis, the first r − 1 invocations of pj terminates. As j 6= (r
mod n) + 1, it follows from the first case above that the rth invocation made by pj
terminates as well. Observe that when this occurs, C[j] = r. Therefore, eventually
at least n − t − 1 processes complete each r write snapshot() operations. Hence,
eventually at least n − t − 1 entries in the shared counter C are greater than or equal
to r, from which we conclude that pi eventually exits the wait until statement and
then completes its rth write snapshot() operation.
t-joint progress. Let σir denote the immediate snapshot returned by the r-th invocation
of write snapshot() by pi . Let us assume that (r mod n) + 1 = i. Before invoking
WRITE SNAPSHOT() on the underlying immediate snapshot object, pi has observed
n − t − 1 values in the shared array C greater than or equal to r. Each process pj
increments its entry only after it has completed an invocation of WRITE SNAPSHOT().
Hence, the rth invocation of WRITE SNAPSHOT() issued by pi is preceded by at least r
invocations by pj , for every pj 6= pi contains in a set Pi of at least n − t − 1 processes.
0
Observe that ∀pj ∈ Pi , ∀r0 ≤ r, σjr ⊂ σir . This is because immediate snapshots are
related by containment and the first r invocations of write snapshot() executed by pj
terminate before the rth invocation by pi starts. Hence, in the simulated IS execution,
there are r concurrency classes in which pj appears that precede the concurrency class
containing the rth occurrence of pi .
2T heorem 3
Extracting anti−Ω t As in the wait-free case we start with a task T . We assume that
there is no t-resilient protocol that solves T . However, we assume that there exists a
t-resilient protocol AD and a failure detector D such that (1) AD uses D, (2) AD is a tresilient protocol that solves T and (3) AD is a standard form full information protocol.
The extraction algorithm The algorithm is the same as in the wait free case with the
following modifications. Instead of the full tree that represents all possible IS executions, the algorithm explores the subtree that represents all possible t-res executions.
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To reflect this change, we modify lines 16 to 18 of Figure 3 (see Figure 5). Processes
simulate AD along each branch, creating and copying eggs as needed in order.
Moreover, as the goal is to simulate a failure detector anti−Ω t , the variable FDi should
now contain a set of n−t processes ids. In the wait-free case FDi is the process currently
simulated by pi . Here, the output of anti−Ω t at process pi is the ids of the last n − t
distinct processes simulated by pi . Line 20 in the eggs laying procedure is modified
accordingly (see Figure 6).
Proof of Theorem 2 The following lemma shows that the exploration of the tree cannot
terminate, since otherwise an algorithm A that solves T without failure detector can be
obtained.
Lemma 15. In every infinite execution of the extraction algorithm described in Figure 3, with the modifications described in Figures 5 and 6, at least one invocation of
explore() issued by a correct process does not terminate.
Proof Consider an infinite execution of the extraction algorithm. Assume for contradiction that every invocation of explore() issued by process pi terminates. As in the proof
of Lemma 13, we construct a t-resilient protocol A that solves T without using failure
detectors, which contradicts the fact that no t-resilient read/write protocol solves T .
As every invocation of explore() terminates, the extraction builds a finite e-tree,
in which each node is tagged with eggs. More precisely, for every node v in the tree,
EGG(v)[j] 6= ⊥ for every pj ∈ s, where s is the label of the incoming arc of v.
A path α in the e-tree starting from the root, together with an input vector I ∈ I,
describes a possible t-IS execution eα of AD , in which initial values are assigned to
processes according to I. In this execution, the successive states of the shared memory,
each observed by at least one process, are e-state(v1 , I), . . . , e-state(vx , I), where
v1 , . . . , vx are the successive nodes in the path. Specifically, as AD is a standard form
full information protocol, e-state(vk , I) is a snapshot obtained by pi in eα, if the label
of the incoming arc of vk contains pi . To obtain a decision, process pi applies decidei ()
(see Figure 1) to each snapshot it gets.
Therefore, every node v in the e-tree can be tagged by decision vectors OvI by applying decide1 (), . . . , deciden () to e-state(v, I), for every I ∈ I. The sequence of
decision vectors OvI1 , OvI2 , . . . , OvIx , where v1 , . . . , vx are the successive nodes in some
path of the e-tree can be observed in an execution of AD since per Lemma 3, there
exists a D-legal execution eα of AD with input vector I in which the shared memory
states e-state(v1 , I), e-state(v2 , I), . . . , e-state(vx , I) are successively observed by
some processes. In particular, for every pj ∈ Π and `, 1 ≤ ` < x, Ov` [j] 6= ⊥ ⇒
Ov`+1 [j] = Ov` [j] and OvI` is a valid output for input I (Property P 1). I.e., OvI` can be
extended into a vector O ∈ ∆(I) by replacing each ⊥ entry by a decision value.
Recall that each node v in the e-tree is associated with state(v, I), for every I ∈ I.
state(v, I) represents a state of the shared memory, as observed by some processes
in an IS execution with input vector I of a full-information protocol in standard form
not using failure detector. Notice that for every two nodes v, v 0 in the e-tree whose incoming arcs are labeled s and s0 respectively, and for every I, I 0 ∈ I, ((s ∩ s0 ) 6=
0
∅) ∧ (state(v, I) = state(v 0 , I 0 )) ⇒ OvI = OvI 0 (Property P 2). This property stems
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from the indistinguishability lemma (Lemma 2). Let s1 , . . . , sk and s01 , . . . , s0k0 be the
sequences of labels in the paths root ; v and root ; v 0 respectively. Let α and α0
be two IS executions with input I and I 0 respectively of a standard form full information protocol without failure detector whose concurrency classes are s1 , . . . , sk and
s01 , . . . , s0k0 . Since sk ∩ sk0 6= ∅ and state(v, I) = state(v 0 , I 0 ), there exists a process
pj
pj ∈ sk ∩ s0k0 such that α ∼ α0 . Similarly, let eα and eα0 be two executions of AD
with input I and I 0 described by the path root ; v and root ; v 0 , respectively. Per
pj
Lemma 2, eα ∼ eα0 . As pj ∈ sk ∩ s0k0 , we have e-state(v, I) = e-state(v 0 , I 0 ) because e-state(v, I) and e-state(v 0 , I 0 ) are the last snapshots observed by pj in eα and
0
eα0 respectively. Hence, OvI = OvI 0 .
A t-resilient protocol A solving T without failure detector is described in Figure 7.
It consists of two concurrent tasks T1 and T2. Each process pi is initially provided
with a local copy of the (finite) e-tree denoted e-treei . In the first task, each process pi
simulates a t-IS execution of a full-information protocol in standard form. To that end,
pi invokes operation write snapshot() described in Figure 4 to simulate each write/read
step of the standard form protocol. Each time pi gets a new snapshot snapi , it checks
whether there exits a node v in the e-tree whose associated state(v, I) is equal to snapi ,
for some I ∈ I. If OvI [i] = di 6= ⊥, pi writes di in a shared array D and exits the
simulation. In the second task, pi repeatedly read D until a non-⊥ value d is found.
When this happens, pi decides d and exits.
Consider a execution of A in which at most t processes fail. A solves T if every
correct process decides and the set of decided values is valid for input vector I, ∀I ∈ I
according to the specification of T . The proof is divided in four Claims. Termination is
established by Claim C3, and Claim C4 shows that the decision vector formed by the
decided values is a valid output for I.
We first claim that in every leaf of the e-tree, at least t + 1 processes decide.
Claim C1 Let v be a leaf of the e-tree. ∀I ∈ I : |{pj : OvI [j] = ⊥}| ≤ n − t − 1.
Proof of the Claim C1 Let v be a leaf of the tree and denote α = s1 , . . . , s` the sequence
of the labels in the path root ; v. Denote undecided(v, I) = {pj : OvI [j] = ⊥}.
Assume for contradiction that |undecide(v, I)| > n − t − 1, for some I ∈ I. By the
definition of OvI , undecided(v, I) is the set computed by each process in its invocation
of the explore procedure on node v.
Per Lemma 14, there exists a set S ⊆ Π, |S| ≥ t + 1 such that α.s is a t-IS execution, for every s ⊆ S. We assumed that |undecided(v, I)| ≥ n − t. Hence, there is a
non empty set s ⊆ Π such that α.s is a t-IS execution and s ⊆ undecided(v, I): a contradiction with the fact that v is a leaf of the e-tree. In facts, after every egg has been laid
in v, processes look for a set s0 with the following properties (1) α.s0 is a t-IS execution
and (2) s0 ⊆ undecided(v, I 0 ) for some input vector I 0 (Figure 5). If such a set is found,
the node v 0 that is reached from v through the arc labeled s0 is eventually explored. As
no descendant of v is ever explored, no such sets exist. End of the proof of the Claim C1
Next, we claim that the simulated t-IS execution corresponds to a path in the e-tree.
In particular, the claim implies that processes simulate a finite t-IS execution.
Claim C2 Let α = s1 , s2, . . . be the concurrency classes of a t-IS execution simulated
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by task T 1. There exists a path in the e-tree starting from the root whose sequence of
labels is α.
Proof of the Claim C2 Let β = s1 , . . . , sx denote the largest prefix of α for which
there exists a path in the e-tree starting from the root (whose sequence of labels is
β). Denote vx the last node in this path. In the e-tree, node vx has no outgoing arc
labeled sx+1 . Task T 1 simulates a t-IS execution. Therefore, β.sx+1 satisfies the tjoint progress property. Then, it follows from the exploration procedure (Figure 5) that
sx+1 6⊆ undecided(vx , I 0 ), for every I 0 ∈ I (?).
Let pj ∈ sx+1 and I = [input1 , . . . , inputn ] be the input vector in the execution of
A. Let k be the largest integer ≤ x such that pj ∈ sk and vk the node with incoming arc
labeled sk in the path β. Then, in the simulated execution, state(vk , I) is the last snapshot snapj observed by pj before being active in sx+1 . Since pj does not exit the simulation after obtaining snapj = state(vk , I), OvIk [j] = ⊥. Thus pj ∈ undecided(vk , I),
and pj ∈ undecided(vx , I) since pj is not active sk+1 , . . . , sx . Therefore, there exists
I such that sx+1 ⊆ undecided(vx , I) contradicting (?). End of the proof of the Claim
C2.
Claim C3 (Termination) Every process that does not fail decides.
Proof of the Claim C3 Let us first observe that, if a value is written in D, every correct
process decides. Assume for contradiction that no value is written in D. Since at least
n − t processes do not fail, and each process keeps invoking write snapshot() until
it possibly fails, any invocation of write snapshot() issued by a correct process terminates (see the proof of Theorem 3). Therefore, an infinite t-IS execution α = s1 , s2 , . . .
is simulated by T 1. For every β = s1 , . . . , sx prefix of α, there exists per Claim C2 a
path in the e-tree starting from the root whose sequence of labels is β. Denote vβ the last
node in this path. Since the e-tree is finite, there exists a prefix γ of α such that vγ is a
leaf. We know by Claim C1 that |{pj : OvIγ [j] = ⊥}| = |undecided(vγ , I)| ≤ n−t−1,
for every I ∈ I. Consequently, there is a process pc , which does not fail, such that
pc ∈
/ undecided(vγ , Ie ), where Ie = [input1 , . . . , inputn ] is the input vector in the execution of A. Let sc be the last concurrency class in the sequence γ in which pc is active,
and vc the node whose incoming arc is labeled sc . In the simulation performed in Task
T 1, one of the snapshot obtained by pc is state(vc , Ie ). As pc ∈
/ undecided(vγ , Ie ), sc
is the last concurrency class in which pc is active in γ, pc must have decided in node vc .
Hence, OvIec [c] 6= ⊥ from which we conclude that the exit condition of the repeat loop
is eventually satisfied at process pc . As pc does not fail, it eventually writes a non-⊥
value in D: a contradiction. End of the proof of Claim C3
Claim C4 (Decision validity) Let DEC be the decision vector (DEC[j] = dj 6= ⊥ if
pj executes return(dj )) in the execution of A and Ie = [input1 , . . . , inputn ]. DEC is
a valid decision vector for input Ie according to the specification of T .
Proof of Claim C4 Let O be the decision vector equal to the value of the shared array
D at some point after which no process decides. As T is an agreement task, and every
decided value is some non−⊥ entry of O, it is sufficient to establish that O is a legal
output for input vector I. We prove that all values O[i] 6= ⊥ are decided in some
execution of AD .
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Let dj = O[j] 6= ⊥ be the value written by process pj in D. It follows from the
pseudo-code that dj = OvI [j], where I ∈ I and v is a node of the e-tree whose incoming
arc is labeled s, pj ∈ s. Moreover, we have that state(v, I) = snapj where snapj is
a snapshot observed by pj in the simulated t-IS execution. Claim C2 tells us that there
sk
s1
vk in the e-tree whose sequence of labels is the
v1 . . . →
exists a path α = root →
sequence of concurrency classes of the simulated t-IS execution. Hence, there must
exist a node v` ∈ v1 . . . vk such that snapj = state(v` , Ie ) and pj ∈ s` . To summarize,
state(v, I) = state(v` , Ie ) and pj ∈ s ∩ s` . According to Property P3, OvI = OvIe` .
Consequently, for every pj such that dj = O[j] 6= ⊥, there exists v ∈ {v1 , . . . , vk }
such that dj = OvIe [j].
Consider a t-IS execution eα of AD with input Ie described by the path α. Per
property P 1, each value dj 6= ⊥ is decided in this execution, from which we conclude that they are valid outputs for input vector Ie according to the specification of T .
2Lemma 15
Finally, the following lemma immediately implies Theorem 2.
Lemma 16. Let T a bounded task that has no solution in the t-resilient environment.
Let D a failure detector and AD a t-resilient protocol in standard form using D to solve
T . The algorithm described in Figure 3 with the modifications described in Figures 5
and 6 simulates a failure detector anti−Ω t using D in the t-resilient environment.
Proof Consider an infinite run of the algorithm described in Figure 3, with the modifications described in Figures 5 and 6. Let C be the set of correct processes in that run,
with |C| ≥ n − t. We have to show that there exists a correct process pc such that,
eventually, for every pi ∈ C, pc ∈
/ FDi permanently. Let pi ∈ C.
– Some invocation of explore() issued by pi at Line 08 never terminates. This can
only happen if (1) pi never exits the wait until loop at line 28 while exploring
some node v, or (2) pi explores an infinite branch.
(1) There exists v such that pi waits forever for an egg from p` while exploring
node v. As explained in the proof of Lemma 13, (i) every correct process pj
eventually reaches node v, and then eventually waits for an egg from p` and,
(ii) p` cannot be a correct process.
It then follows from the way FDj is updated (Figure 6) that after some time,
FD j always contains the same set S for every correct process pj . This set is
such that |S| = n − t and p` ∈ S. Since |C| ≥ n − t and p` ∈
/ C, there exists
a correct process pc ∈
/ S, from which we conclude that S is a valid output
according to the specification of anti−Ω t .
(2) For every node v, no process is blocked in the wait until loop while exploring
node v. As observed in the proof of Lemma 13, this implies that an infinite
s1
s2
branch b = root →
v1 →
v2 . . . is produced in the e-tree, and the set C 0 of
processes that appear infinitely often in the labels of this branch is a subset of
C.
The sequence of labels s1 , s2 , . . . in b satisfy the t-joint progress property (Definition 7). Therefore, at least n − t processes appear infinitely often in b, i.e.,
|C 0 | ≥ n − t. It follows from the way FDi is updated (Figure 6) that eventually

28

⊆ C 0 , for every correct process pj . Therefore, if C 0 ( C, FDj eventually
always contains a valid output for anti−Ω t for every correct process pj .
Assume for contradiction that C = C 0 . Per Lemma 3, each execution eα associated with b is D-legal. Moreover, eα is fair: every correct process takes
infinitely many steps. So, as AD is a t-resilient protocol that solves T , for every choice of input vector I, every correct process should decide in eα(I) in
which each process pi is initially assigned the ith entry of I.
Let p` ∈ C 0 . For each sk : p` ∈ sk , there exits an input vector I(vk−1 ) such
that p` ∈ undecided(vk−1 , I(vk−1 )). As I is finite, it follows that there exits
an input vector Ib such that p` never decide in eα(I): a contradiction.
– All invocations of explore() issued by pi at Line 08 eventually terminate. By Lemma 15,
this is not possible.
FD j

2Lemma 16
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A

Solving k-set agreement with anti−Ω k

A failure detector of the class vector−Ω k is a vector of k sub-detectors, Ω1 , . . . , Ωk ,
such that at least one Ωi is a failure detector of the class Ω. When k = n − 1,
the vector−Ω failure detector proposed in [28] is obtained. It was shown there how
vector−Ω can be implemented from anti−Ω , and how it can be used to solve n − 1set agreement.
The failure detectors anti−Ω k and vector−Ω k were also presented in [28] as
k − anti−Ω and k − vector−Ω , respectively. It is claimed there that the algorithm
to transform anti−Ω into vector−Ω (Figure 1 in [28]), can be generalized to transform anti−Ω k into vector−Ω k . We present here the generalized algorithm for completeness, as Figure 8. The following theorem claims that this algorithm implements
vector−Ω k . Its proof is almost verbatim to that of Theorem 3.1 in [28], and is omitted.
Theorem 4. The algorithm of Figure 8 implements a failure detector vector−Ω k using
any failure detector of the class anti−Ω k .
Now, solving k-set agreement with the help of a failure detector vector−Ω k is
trivial, as was done in [28] with the special case vector−Ω . The algorithm simply
starts k concurrent instances of an Ω-Consensus algorithm, where instance i uses in
all processes the sub-detector Ωi of the vector−Ω k failure detector. As soon as any
Consensus instance decides at any process pj , the decided value is used to decide at pj
for k-set agreement. Since at least one sub-detector behaves is in the class Ω, there is
eventually a decision. Since k instances are used, no more than k different values can
be decided. Hence the following theorem.
Theorem 5. A failure detector anti−Ω k can be used to solve k-set agreement in an
asynchronous atomic shared-memory distributed system.
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init for every node v, define EGG(v) as an array of n SWMR registers;
∀v, ∀pj ∈ Π, EGG(v)[j] ← ⊥;
task % anti−Ω extraction
(01) mi ← empty map; % maps states of pi to eggs
(02) undecidedi ← empty map; % maps pairs (v, I ∈ I) to subsets of Π
(03) ∀I ∈ I, define undecidedi (root, I) ← Π;
(04) counti ← 0;
(05) FDi ← {p1 };
(06) foreach non-empty P 0 ⊆ Π in deterministic order consistent with ⊂ do
(07)
foreach non-empty s ⊆ P 0 in deterministic order consistent with ⊂ do
(08)
explore(v, s, P 0 ) where v is the end point of the arc labeled s;
procedure explore(v, s, P ): % the incoming edge of v is labeled s
(09) if v has not been visited then egg laying(v, s);
(10) foreach I ∈ I do
(11)
define undecidedi (v, I) ← undecidedi (v 0 , I); % v 0 is the father of v
(12)
foreach pj ∈ s : decidej (e-state(v, I)) 6= ⊥ do
(13)
undecidedi (v, I) ← undecidedi (v, I) \ {pj };
(14) foreach non-empty P 0 ⊆ P in deterministic order consistent with ⊂ do
(15)
foreach non-empty s0 ⊆ P 0 in deterministic order consistent with ⊂ do
(16)
let v 0 be the node reached from v through the edge labeled s0 ;
(17)
if ∃I ∈ I : P 0 ∩ undecidedi (v, I) 6= ∅ do
(18)
explore(v 0 , s0 , P 0 );
procedure egg laying(v, s): % the incoming edge of v is labeled s
(19) foreach pj ∈ s do % in increasing ids order
(20)
FD i ← {pj }; % update anti−Ω output
(21)
if (pi = pj ) then
(22)
let ui = osa(v, pi );
(23)
if mi (state(ui )) is undefined then %generate a new egg
(24)
counti ← counti + 1;
(25)
define mi (state(ui )) ← hpi , fd query(), counti i;
(26)
repeat δ = 2n times read(EGG(v)[i]); % dummy reads, see the proof of Lemma 7
(27)
EGG(v)[i] ← mi (state(ui )); % write the egg in the shared memory
(28)
wait until EGG(v)[j] 6= ⊥;
Fig. 3. Extracting anti−Ω , code for pi
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init in shared memory OIS % a shared immediate snapshot object, initially empty;
C[1..n] ← [0, . . . , 0] % an array of n counters
local variable: ri ← 0 % local counter
operation write snapshot(vi ):
ri ← ri + 1 % ri th operation by pi
if (ri mod n) + 1 = i then
wait until |{j : C[j] ≥ ri }| ≥ n − t − 1 endif
snapshoti ← OIS .WRITE SNAPSHOT(vi );
C[i] ← C[i] + 1;
return(snapshoti )
Fig. 4. Simulating write-read cycle of an IS execution (code for pi )

(16)’ if (∃I ∈ I s.t. undecidedi (v, I) 6= ∅) then
(17)’
let s1 , . . . , sx = s be the sequence of labels in the path root ; v ;
(18)’
foreach s0 ⊆ Π such that (s1 , . . . , sx , s0 satisfies t-joint progress) and (∃I ∈ I : s0 ⊆ undecidedi (v, I))
% the sets s0 are deterministically ordered
(18’)
explore(v 0 , s0 , P 0 ), where v 0 is the end point of the edge labeled s0
Fig. 5. extracting anti−Ω t , modification of explore()

init seqi ← p1 .p2 . . . pn−t ; FDi ← {p1 , . . . , pn−t }
(20a) seqi ← seqi .pj
(20b) FDi ← the last n − t distinct processes ids in seqi

% append pj to the sequence

Fig. 6. extracting anti−Ω t , modification of the update of FDi

init D[1..n] ← [⊥, . . . , ⊥]
di ← ⊥; snapi ← inputi ; e-treei ← local copy of the e-tree
T1: repeat % simulate a t-IS execution of a normal form, full information protocol
snapi ← write snapshot(snapi );
if (∃I ∈ I, ∃v node in e-treei with incoming arc labeled s) such that (state(v, I) = snapi ) ∧ (OvI [i] 6= ⊥) ∧ (pi ∈ s)
then di ← OvI [i]
until di 6= ⊥
D[i] ← di
T2: repeat deci ← read(D) until (∃j : deci [j] 6= ⊥)
stop T1; return(deci [j]);
Fig. 7. t-resilient protocol A for T without failure detector, code for pi
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(01) init for every pi ∈ Π define COU N T (i)[1..n] ← [0, . . . , 0] array of n SWMR registers;
(02) repeat
(03)
di ← fd query();
(04)
for each j ∈ di do COU N T (i)[j] ← COU N T (i)[j] + 1
(05) end repeat
(06) when vector−Ω k is queried do
(07)
foreach j ∈ {1, . . . , n} do totali [j] ← COU N T (1)[j] + · · · + COU N T (n)[j];
(08)
let r1 , . . . , rn be such that {pr1 , . . . , prn } = Π and ∀j ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1}, (totali [rj ], rj ) < (totali [rj+1 ], rj+1 );
(09)
return [pr1 , . . . , prk ]
Fig. 8. Algorithm to extract vector−Ω k from anti−Ω k . Code for process pi . In Line 09 lexicographic ordering is used in (totali [rj ], rj ) < (totali [rj+1 ], rj+1 ).

